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This cantata is comprised of seven movements:  versus i. the willows (SATB double 
choir, SSAA antiphonal soli and string quartet); versus ii. we once were (SA and string 
quartet); versus iii. when at night I see the sky (tenor solo and string quartet); versus iv. 
of seasons have I sung (unaccompanied SSAATTBB choir); versus v. if you should ask 
me (soprano solo and string quartet); versus vi. I once was (TB and string quartet); versus 
vii. in paradisum (SATB double choir, SSAA antiphonal soli and string quartet). The text 
set to music is the original poetry of the composer. This piece represents the human 
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o, touching—new beneath the willows  
there, beneath the azure. 
foreheads kissed, our tremblings hid,  
wrapped in a haven all our own. 
o, wonder—silent I now find you,  
wrapped in earth and heaven.  
yet the willows kiss our heads  
and hide lone tremblings all the same. 
 
we once were 
 
visions now unwoven and careening 
dance unfaltered in the list’ning night. 
limitless—no heed of breath—now seeing 
what, afraid, we once were in the light. 
 
when at night I see the sky 
 
when at night I see the sky— 
such colors chasing colors  
in the rising heav'ns— 
what me is there to see, unseen, 
the gath'ring of such things together? 
from within, a cry tears out— 
o, endless in its grasping. 
and now I, above and yet below, 
seem ceaselessly here tethered. 
when at night I see the sky— 
such colors shifting colors  
in the drifting heav'ns— 
my wand'rings turn to wond'rings 
in the silent fading hour. 
left without, a longing speaks— 
o, wordless in its making. 
and now you, above and yet below, 






of seasons have I sung 
 
of seasons have I sung, of wistless turnings, counted days 
and effervescent hours—winding, yet a sill. 
of moments have I spun, of wilder breathing, open pores 
and endlessness—assuming windows all the same. 
yet through the open panes, the wordless fabric of my soul, 
the admonition of such images is hushed. 
yet You of seasons sing, of whispered turnings, countless days, 
the endless Love—and in such quiet, I now see.  
 
if you should ask me 
 
if you should ask me, I shall be the grass beneath your feet— 
no greater joy have souls of ages known than this. 
and when, with tides, my soul should gain a greater height to find, 
so shall its ev’ry woven step be claimed by you. 
if you should ask me, I shall be the bough to which you cling— 
no greater joy have souls of ages known than this. 
and when, with tides, your wand’ring feet should new expanses find, 
so shall I follow—ev’n if there I find you still, below. 
 
I once was 
 
visions now unwoven and careening 
dance unfaltered in the list’ning night. 
limitless—no heed of breath—now seeing 




may you to paradise be led by those before, 
from present light, to Light e’er boundless and untold. 
may rapt’rous voices—now with theirs—your song embrace, 















Choir 1 Choir 2 Soli 
SATB SATB SSAA 
16 – 20 singers 
(recommended) 
16 – 20 singers 
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-All temporal and dynamic aspects of each section are to be determined by the 
conductor. Each section is fluid and does not have to match any other section.
-The antiphonal soli will begin to join the cello drone after a desired amount of time, 
singing their fragments, ad libitum, before fading away to let the choir begin singing.
The fragments are not intended to line up in any specific way. As such, they should
vary in tempo, phrasing and dynamic contrast. 
-Choir 1 will sing the first line of text, and Choir 2 the second. Both Choir 1 and 2 will
sing the third and fourth lines.
-Violin I and II and the Viola will imitate the Choirs during the first, second and fourth
sections. The third line of text should be unaccompanied.
-The sustained voices and string pitches, underpinning the fragments, are to be held as
long as the conductor desires. The cello should fade in and out tacitly.
-The fragments may be performed by any voice part of the Choir that is not presently
singing after the first (Choir 2) or second (Choir 1) line of text. This should be done 
sotto voce, in a comfortable octave.
-To end the piece, the voices will close to the "n" of "Sun" and diminish. The conductor 
will then release the voices with the Violins and the Viola, allowing the cello drone to 
remain, before finally fading into nothing. 
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